
Timothy Agevi
https://github.com/timothyAgevi

  PERSONAL PROFILE
I am a  software engineer who loves     
learning  from others and helping others 
code,   expecting to graduate on November 
2022.Quite passionate in collaborating 
towards the   design and development of 
innovative software solutions.

CONTACT
Nairobi,Kenya
(254) 759614089
timothyagevi@gmail.com
 
linkedin:https://www.linkedin.com/in/timothy-
agevi-72025a1aa/

   EXPERIENCE

  Ngeni.io

Blockchain developer
February 2022 - to date
 -Collaborate in building various 
Decentralized Applications , such as its 
internal Mini trade robo Advisor.

-Skills gained: Solidity, typescript, use of 
REST APIs, Docker 
containerization,team collaboration and 
communication.
  Lux Tech Academy

Volunteer Developer Advocate 
 September  2021 - to date
Hosts events and training learners in boot 
camps on various basic computer science 
concepts, version control and use of Azure.

Also writes technical articles about web 
development among others on 
https://dev.to/timothyagevi
Skills gained: time management, seeking 
of feedback, adoption of new 
methodologies both technical and soft 
skills ,growth mindset as well as 
collaboration.

Miradi Tech Robotics
Intern Software engineer
-Currently completing the company’s 
website and collaborating on building its 
initial products.
Skills learned:Best practices in solving 
engineering problems,providing adequate 
technical guidance to Product 

SKILLS
 Object oriented programming,React, Data 
structures and algorithms,Node,Typescript, Java-
script, Cloud Computing (Azure), Unit Testing, 
SQL,NoSQl MongoDB, GraphQl, Agile 
Methodologies, Performance Optimization,   
Github actions and version control.

Achievements and Certifications

1. Graduate Microsoft Learn Peer to Peer 
Mentorship 
.https://1drv.ms/b/s!AjEgpRC93q8xhD7rpIxOa-
JR3rE5?e=fi8cmO

2.Bsc in Information Technology,Jomo 
Kenyatta University of Agriculture and 
Technology(JKUAT) .

3. Sankore 2.0  pitch competition project Land-
Coin emerged as top 3  project.
PROJECTS
 1.Community Health Management System 
http://c-health.herokuapp.com/
 Collaborated with a team to develop a system 
that enables community members to host health 
related events through the calendar feature, as 
well as read articles promoting public health 
awareness and first aid.
2.Vacant2rent https://vacant2rent.netlify.app/
System to enable property owners to rent their 
property, while house seekers easily access 
available property.
3. LandCoin: web3 platform meant to facilitate 
corruption free transactions.
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